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The conference « Advances in Social Sciences Using Administrative and Survey Data » is a first French German conference which brings together research on labour markets, trade and firm, migration and industrial relations in France and Germany based on confidential administrative and survey data from both countries.

The aim of the conference is to encourage the discussion on both substantive and methodological issues. It is part of the starting cooperation between CASD in France and IAB in Germany that have recently established cross-country remote access to foster and facilitate the use of the rich register datasets – which can be partly combined with detailed survey data – from both countries and to improve the data sources for comparative research in social sciences.

The parallel sessions with producers and researchers will be dedicated to the presentation of the different data sets including potentials for conducting research for France and Germany. Comparability issues will be discussed as well as further possibilities for improving transnational access to confidential data CASD and IAB are working on with other partners and countries within the International Data Access Network (IDAN).
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM

1st day / March 28—2019

08:30 - 09:15
Conference registration & Welcome coffee

09:15 - 09:35
Welcome: Roxane Silberman, Program Committee; Dana Müller, Head of FDZ BA/IAB; Francis Kramarz, Director of CREST; Kamel Gadouche, Director of CASD

09:35 - 09:50
Opening words: Pascal Rivière (Head of General Inspectorate of INSEE)

09:50 - 10:45
Plenary - Chair: Céline Goffette (CREST - ENSAE); Keynote: Olivier Godechot (Sciences Po, OSC-CNRS and MaxPo) “The great separation - Segregation at work in ten countries”

10:45 - 11:15
Coffee break

11:15 - 13:15
Parallel sessions: Immigrants (Chair: Roxane Silberman - CNRS emeritus & CASD); Unemployment (Chair: Lars Vilhuber - Cornell University, AEA Data Editor); Wages (Chair: Joachim Möller - IAB Former Director)

13:15 - 14:30
Lunch

14:30 - 15:00
CASD - IAB cooperation & the International Data Access Network project (IDAN) Dana Müller - Head of FDZ BA/IAB; Roxane Silberman - CNRS & CASD

15:15 - 17:15
Parallel sessions: Gender (Chair: Dana Müller - Head of FDZ BA/IAB); Methodology (Chair: Alain Trognon - GENES-ENSAE Former Director); Labour market 1 (Chair: Elke Jahn - IAB & University of Bayreuth)

17:30 - 18:00
Plenary - Chair: Kamel Gadouche (Director of CASD); Lars Vilhuber (Cornell University, AEA Data Editor); Christophe Pérignon (HEC Paris) “Replication and reproducibility”

18:30 - 21:30
Cocktail & Conference Dinner (Barbecue)
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM

2nd day / March 29 — 2019

09:00 - 09:30 Welcome coffee

09:30 - 11:30 Parallel sessions: Labour markets 2 (Chair: Pierre Cahuc, Professor of Economics – Sciences Po); Labour markets 3 (Chair: Arne Uhlendorff – CREST & CNRS)

11:30 - 12:00 Coffee break

12:00 - 13:00 Plenary - Chair: Dana Müller (Head of FDZ BA/ IAB)
Keynote: Christian Dustmann (University College London)
“Lowering Welfare Benefits: Intended and Unintended Consequences for Migrants and their Families”

12:00 - 13:00 Lunch

14:00 - 15:45 Plenary - Chair: Patrice Duran (Professor ENS Paris-Saclay, President of CNIS – Conseil national de l’information statistique)
Panel session: “New opportunities for cross-countries research in France and Germany”

• Marie-Christine Laible, Research Associate, IAB
• Corinne Prost, Deputy Director DARES Ministère du Travail
• Joachim Möller, Emeritus Professor, Former Director of the IAB
• Andreas Ammermüller, Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs Germany
• Antoine Bozio, PSE, EHESS, Director of the Institut des politiques publiques (IPP)
• Lutz Bellmann, Chair of Labour Economics at the University Erlangen-Nuremberg and Head of the Research Department Establishments and Employment of the Institute for Employment Research Nuremberg.

15:45 - 16:00 Plenary: Conclusions by Kamel Gadouche, Director of CASD and Dana Müller, Head of FDZ BA/ IAB
Parallel sessions

1st day (morning) - 11:15 - 13:15

Immigrants / Refugees - Chair: Roxane Silberman - CNRS emeritus & CASD

• Does temporary agency employment pave the way to better jobs for refugees?
  JAHN Elke, ROSHOLM Michaël

• Do Skilled Migrants Compete with Native Workers? Analysis of a Selective Immigration Policy
  SIGNORELLI Sara

• Immigrant Careers and Networks
  DOSTIE Benoît, CARD David, LI Jiang Beryl, PARENT Daniel

• Heterogeneity in Marginal Returns to Language Training of Immigrants
  SCHUSS Eric, GIESECKE Matthias

Unemployment - Chair: Lars Vilhuber - Cornell University, AEA Data Editor

• Mobility Assistance Programmes for Unemployed Workers, Job Search Behaviour and Labour Market Outcomes
  MAHLSTEDT Robert, CALIENDO Marco, KÜNN Steffen

• Mandatory integration agreements for unemployed job seekers. Evidence from a randomized field experiment in Germany
  UHLENDORFF Arne, VAN DEN BERG Gérard, HOFMANN Barbara, STEPHAN Gesine

• You Get What You Pay For: Evidence from a Jobseeker Conditional Cash Transfer Program in France
  JOHN Anett, AEBERHARDT Romain, CHIODI Vera, CRÉPON Bruno, GAINI Mathilde, VICARD Augustin

• Unemployment and Social Exclusion
  POHLAN Laura

Wages - Chair: Joachim Müller - IAB Former Director

• Exporters, Multinationals and Residual Wage Inequality: Evidence and Theory
  SCHRÖDER Sarah

• Financial Frictions and Wages
  ARABZADEH Hamzeh, GEHRKE Britta, BALLEER Almut

• Explaining Wage Losses after Job Displacement: Employer Size and Lost Firm Rents
  FACKLER Daniel, MUELLER Steffen, STEGMAIER Jens

• Job-to-job flows and wage cyclicality in France and Italy
  BERSON Clémence, DE PHILIPPI Marta, VIVIANO Eliana
Parallel sessions

1st day (afternoon)  
15:15 - 17:15

Gender - Chair: Dana Müller - Head of FDZ BA/ IAB

• There And Back Again: Women’s Marginal Commuting Costs
  BERGEMANN Annette, BRUNOW Stephan STOCKTON Isabel

• Parental Leave and Mothers’ Careers
  ZUCCO Aline, FRODERMANN Corinna, WROHLICH Katharina

• Ceilings, Floors, and Children. The Gender Pay Gap over the Lifecycle
  PORA Pierre, WILNER Lionel

Methodology - Chair: Alain Trognon - GENES-ENSAE Former Director

• What is the Value Added by using Causal Machine Learning Methods in a Welfare Experiment Evaluation?
  STRITTMATTER Anthony

• Optimal Probabilistic Record Linkage: Best Practice for Linkage. Employers in Survey and Administrative Data
  LEVENSTEIN Margaret, SHAPIRO Matthew, ABOWD John, ABRAMOVITZ Joelle, MCCUE Kristin, PATKI Dhiren, RAGHUNATHAN Trivellore, RODGERS Ann, WASI Nada

• Complexity of multiscale residential context: Where do neighbourhood effects end?
  PETROVIĆ Ana, MANLEY David, VAN HAM Maarten

Labour markets (1) - Chair: Elke Jahn - IAB & University of Bayreuth

• Insurance Between Firms: The Role of Internal Labor Markets
  PICA Giovanni, CESTONE Giacinta, FUMAGALLI Chiara, KRAMARZ Francis

• Representativeness of labor market institutions
  PATAULT Bérengère, VALTAT Antoine

• Unemployment Insurance and Learning: Evidence from Reservation Wages
  ARNI Patrick, ZYLBERBERG Yanos

• The Price and Employment Response of Firms to the Introduction of Minimum Wages
  LINK Sebastian
Labour markets (2) – Chair: Pierre Cahuc - Professor of Economics, Sciences Po

- Labour Market Polarisation and Monopsonistic Competition
  
  BACHMANN Ronald, DEMIR Gökay, FRINGS Hanna

- Labor Market Polarization in a System of Cities: The Case of France
  
  MICHALSKI Tomasz, DAVIS Donald R, MENGUS Eric

- Why Are Some Regions So Much More Productive than Others?
  
  LACAVA Chiara

- A Dynamic Empirical Model of Frictional Spatial Job Search
  
  WILEMME Guillaume, SCHLUTER Christian

Labour markets (3) – Chair: Arne Uhlendorff - CREST & CNRS

- Techies, Trade, and Skill-Biased Productivity
  
  HARRIGAN James, RESHEF Ariell, TOUBAL Farid

- Foreign Shocks as Granular Fluctuations
  
  MEJEAN Isabelle, DI GIOVANNI Julian, LEVCHENKO Andrei

- Tax Simplicity and Heterogeneous Learning
  
  LEQUIEN Matthieu, STANTCHEVA Stefanie, AGHION Philippe, AKCIGIT Ufuk